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The most important thing we've learned, So far as TEENren are concerned, Is never, NEVER,
NEVER let Them near your television set --Or better still, just don't install.
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These Best Hump Day poems are the top Hump Day poems on PoetrySoup. These are
examples of the best hump day .
Hump Day Hump Day Poem --. Yes, you have crossed the mark and now are over the hump of
the first year. But remember,. Helpful Information For Missionary Moms 1 Year or 9 Months
(Hump Day). I found a camel picture that is cute to send along with the hump day poem.. Hump
Day. Include this poem with a stuffed camel it's a great comparison between a camel and a
missionary. Awesome for a missionaries "Hump Day" package!
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